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ake a journey up Highway 99. Stop off just north of Bakersfield
where a young woman stands on the edge of Woollomes Avenue, looking apprehensive, debating if she should cross. She’s
been dead for decades but the residents see her often enough that she’s
become a stable fixture of the scenery, as normal as the billboards that
line the Highway.
Follow that Highway further and you’ll encounter another roadside
obscurity. John Muir’s conservationist efforts have inspired people
across the world. Commemorating him via celebration wasn’t enough
for the small town of Lemon Cove. To honor the champion of the
wilderness, some Californians have constructed a massive wooden
sculpture of his head that sits just the road, staring to the horizon, to
the vastness of Yosemite.
Time for one more stop on your trek up 99? How about visiting the
underground city below Old Sacramento buried when the town decided to simply raise the roads and start fresh. The storefronts still stand
and some swear that the dead have migrated to roam the alleyways of
a town that’s been forgotten by the tourists walking above.
You have a choice, from here. On up 99, to the brutally-sharp rubble and claustrophobic caves of the Lava Beds National Monument, to
the silent, deserted ghost towns and high-mountain deserts of Modoc, the extinct volcanoes and wildlands around Lassen. Head back around
to 80, through the Donner Pass--be sure to go in winter, and take some friends with you.
Or you can leave 99 and take 50. 50, the notorious mountain highway. Blocked in winter by snow, in spring by mudslides, in summer
and autumn by wildfires. Stop off in Placerville, where an effigy still hangs over Main Street in commemoration of its heritage as “Old
Hangtown”, and ghosts are reported in nearly every old building and mine. Follow 50 through the steep climb to Tahoe, the legendary inland
sea, or venture off to its tributaries 395 and 49. 395, passing through military training grounds, ski resorts, cattle towns, and back down into
the deadly beauty of Death Valley and Yosemite. 49, the Golden Chain highway, snaking through towns once infamous for their gold and
hangings, through the country that inspired Mark Twain and Clark Ashton Smith.
And we haven’t even touched on Southern California, or the intense rivalries between North and South. With an economy rivaling that of
many world nations, it is a world unto itself, full of mystery and legend from a hundred cultures and alternate histories. It leaves an indelible
mark on everyone who passes through it.
But these are strange places we know of. California sprawls across a multitude of landscapes and has amassed a history full of the strange
and unusual. There are secrets in the desert. Secrets in the cities. Strange and unusual happenings in the odd, dark places of the coastal state.
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